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PROTECTION FROM 
EVERY ANGLE

ON EVERY FRONT

Keep valued team members better protected with head gear 
technology that takes safety to the next level. The Hunter Hard Hat, 
created in conjunction with Velotec, is a Type 2, Class C bucket 
hard hat that’s engineered for improved impact results, sized to fit 
90% of the population — and customizable to suit your company’s 
unique safety accessory needs.

Each hard hat features the embedded Mips® technology, a  
first-of-its-kind approach for industrial head gear. A low-friction 
layer within the hard hat, Mips® considerably improves head 
protection by mimicking the way a brain moves upon impact.  
Paired with a full range of accessories, the Hunter Hard Hat is  
a  safer, more customized approach to keeping crews protected  
on every front.

Hunter Hard Hat  
with Mips® Technology
DESIGNED FOR ANGLED IMPACTS

ADJUSTABLE ONE-SIZE-FITS-MOST BUILD

LIGHTWEIGHT, SPORTY DESIGN

ENHANCED RANGE OF VISION 

27 ACCESSORY OPTIONS

COMPANY BRANDING AVAILABLE

Mips® Technology: Head Safety Game Changer 
While most hard hats are engineered to protect against straight-on impacts, they don’t take into account more 
common (and dangerous) angled impacts which can result in concussions and other traumatic brain injuries (TBI). 
The Hunter Hard Hat works by acting in the same way the human brain does when a fall or impact takes place.

Low-friction interior layer moves slightly 
upon impact

Dangerous angled force is redirected away 
from the head

Reduced rotational motion safeguards 
against head injury
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WRAP  
YOUR HEAD 

AROUND THIS

Most industrial and construction workers are at risk of life-changing head 
injuries, but few take adequate precautions against them. That can result in 
devastating impacts for worker and company alike. 

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) plays a major role in 
approximately 30% of U.S. injury deaths each year, and 
25% of construction fatalities.

20% of workplace injuries are head-related, although 
only 3% of PPE purchases are for products that protect 
the head. 

Injuries involving the head or central nervous system are 
the costliest lost-time workers’ compensation claims, 
coming in at $93,942 per incident.

30%

20%

$94K

Sources: Brainline, Headway, National Safety Council 

EQUIP YOUR CREW WITH  
NEXT-LEVEL HEAD PROTECTION

Call or scan to learn more. 
281.452.9800

Safety Gear Made Custom 
Hunter’s goal has always been to deliver tailored solutions that 
serve companies’ unique operational and safety needs. The 
Hunter Hard Hat is no different.

Using a click-mount technology, a wide range of accessories can 
be applied to our hard hats, offering the ability to customize your 
crew’s headwear for any task, temperature or element. With more 
than 27 options available, and new accessories always under 
development, it’s all about ensuring your gear delivers.  

Sun Visors  |  Chin Straps  |  Hearing Protection  |  Headlamps


